
20230411 What Youth
1800h
Bob reading about satire.

iON just consumed the whole internet.

Pentagon alien info dump will be worse than Snowden.
Via upper kingdom?

Putin and Trump both representatives for Bob

16m
@Bert
Robert Dean TikTok referred to Pentagon aliens.

TikTok: 109 earthquakes
Watered down media ecology so everyone is anesthetized, thanks to Bob.

Derailing trains due to sabotage & poles flipping. Both apply.
Already more tornadoes happening in USA than in a whole year (1200).
Tornado alley has moved to AK, Mississipi, TN, and up to NY, related to Mississippi River.
Fat lady getting ready to sing.
New “switch gate”.

Bank of Japan / credit Swiss.

25m
@Chad
Are there supposed to be more than 14 rings in the angel diagram once it’s in motion?
No but they loop in and out of themselves. You’re confusing the position with parity.
It’s like frequencies in electromagnetic waves? How many EM waves are there? There’s a finite
amount of frequencies that things fit into frequencies but if you put those in motion they wax in
and out of themselves.
Your (Chad's spirograph) diagram is really good because you got it more than most. You’re just
a little cloudy in the middle. It’s not that convoluted. It’s clearer. Middle is tight like a spirograph
and then you went into manic, phatic communion after that. So tighten up the middle and you’ll
be able to see it. Your lines aren’t wrong, they’re just overlapping, crowded. Back it off and it will
open.



27m
Limited number of possible frequencies reminded me of triangulation “spirograph is more
appropriate way to calculate frequencies.”
It’s because frequencies repeat, spirograph repeats.
Chad has the original symbols, that’s why we’re able to have this conversation.

29m
Connecting dots in relation to dial-a-mile and putting rings of angel diagram in motion. Are they
the same dots?
iON: hmmm… put them in motion and you’ll see.
We don’t want to spoil it. It would be like saying “take vinegar and baking soda, put it in a bowl
and see what happens” and then telling you what’s going to happen.

30m
Show your work: do exercises, as vinegar and baking soda overflow, document it.
Best asset you have is Dr. Carolyn Dean because only she has those symbols. She might
educate you to clear cobwebs of your mind. Talk sweet.

31m
Etch-a-sketch. Right justification. Can only go X and Y axis, always square. One knob up
down and other left right. That’s the axes that always have to fit. Make lines, go across and set
horizon. Then make picture, go up, down. You can twist a little to make curves but can’t make
big circles.

Etch-a-sketch and quantization / auto tune
If you square something, it must have a numerical value to square. As opposed to cube.
You must have a mark to do that to. You have to have something to take to the tenth power.
That’s the same thing you’re talking about here. Once you have that baseline, you can take it to
infinity and beyond.

33m
Quantization aspect is same as justification. It’s also tiniest iota, tiniest part. The divided atom.
Because what is bound on earth is bound in heaven.
Humans think that for something to be wonderful it has to be big. It can be tiny and still be large
as a galaxy. This is regarding the quantization – up or down, we didn’t give a value to it. Split an
atom wrong and see what happens, it will blow your shit up. Create a galaxy and make it fall on
your house: it won’t go good. Both can be cataclysmic.

34m
Differential. Is same up and down as in Etch-a-Sketch.
You can’t have a bias as to which way it goes, but you can be based.
Eg. This is where I am, this is x, this is y, this is what we’re working with. Then go from there



and show your work. And you will be able to peek through keyhole and see Meissen
bobblehead on mantle.

36m
Now you’re going to get to the Osterhagen Key because you’re all running out of grease. Do
you realize how impossible it is that Bob makes this a free-for-all? He wouldn’t do this if he
didn’t know something. Y’all don’t be foolish. Don’t take for granted.

1900h
@Bert
We’ll need Whole armor of God to keep aliens from attaching to us.
Hippocampal theta process
Ring 9 - higher emotions
You’ve got to have cholesterol
Pituitary gland needs to change
Cholesterol stops you from bleeding out.
Fractal of lymph system
Fractal is engagement of last run of completed state, fear factor: I’m going to ascend because
I’m afraid not to.

5m
PCR tests and mRNA
Taking the vaccine means you’re no longer human, you’re property of the patent
This is MIR 101: Changing polymerase in system, making different kind of cell. I don’t know why
she swallowed the fly…
PCR test is to see if they can clone you.
Today there’s no value of life.

11m
Trump’s uncle gave book to Barron (there’s no time)

14m
Why they’re cloning people. They don’t see value of life in people.
They can grow a whole human in 17 days but don’t have much value, can’t reproduce.
They will be walking around in public.

21m
Cloned humans becoming aliens
If you don’t have minerals right, you don’t have a prayer.
Tech Body is doing real good this week.



23m
Don’t take the PCR test

Cells are important. Polymerase.

Joseph Smith mormons

26m
Relax your vision to see big picture

27m
Federman is a hologrammy

28m
Clones can do OA movements, even machines can as in OA show.

30m
You have to figure out how to get from Henry 8 to Queen Victoria

32m
Whatever news is from the right or left, look the other way. Everything is absolutely a
distraction.

35m
Pentagon aliens about to release huge info dump, Snowden about to go up the food chain.
Why aren’t people talking about Yellowstone. All the animals there are running for the hills.

39m
What is the thing we should be notice beyond the distractions.
Every detail regarding infiltration of this world as you know it.

41m
@Bert
Half the people from each timeline. Are we the old or new?
Heart on left side – that’s the old crew. The new ones will fight you on Mandela Effect items.

44m
This is because of whore swallower at CERN; made split for folks to come back and forth.

46m
If we’re all travelers slipping in and out of many worlds, how is it that we’re all here merging with
the new crew from other world?
Because now we’re all in the end of the line, aria.



Valley of Meggido
New worlders are like kum-bay-ah, eliminate plastics.

52m
New world is where Mr. GoodBob came from
Him staying here stops him from getting ahead of something in the other world, because
timelines are not set.
There is no time. Chad is working on that, so he can see it with symbols and let the lotus flower
bloom. This is individual process.

55m
@Kate
Should we be like Bob at all?
No. Do not be like Bob at all.

57m
Everyone who gets vaxxed will die or become walking dead.

58m
TikTok will probably make it just fine.

59m
Where is the beginning of Bob bacteria? Ophanel Hobab
You need it as little man. When you change it will go away.

Tailgate
How does Chad experience being in the old world and the new world?
Because he is split born. Both sides of the Mandela effect are native to him.
iON told him that in 2010 for such a time as this.


